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a b s t r a c t 

In this research, we analyze a Convolutional Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network (CNNL- 

STM) in the context of gesture recognition. CNNLSTMs are able to successfully learn gestures of varying 

duration and complexity. For this reason, we analyze the architecture by presenting a qualitative evalua- 

tion of the model, based on the visualization of the internal representations of the convolutional layers 

and on the examination of the temporal classification outputs at a frame level, in order to check if they 

match the cognitive perception of a gesture. We show that CNNLSTM learns the temporal evolution of the 

gestures classifying correctly their meaningful part, known as Kendon’s stroke phase. With the visualiza- 

tion, for which we use the deconvolution process that maps specific feature map activations to original 

image pixels, we show that the network learns to detect the most intense body motion. Finally, we show 

that CNNLSTM outperforms both plain CNN and LSTM in gesture recognition. 

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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1. Introduction 

Gesture recognition is a field of particular interest to re-

searchers varying from virtual reality to Human–Robot interaction.

In this paper, we contribute to a more detailed description and

analysis of the Convolutional Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent

Neural Network (CNNLSTM) that we introduced in our former

work [1] to deal with gesture recognition. CNNLSTM was inspired

by the efficiency of Convolutional Neural Networks in implicit

feature extraction and the ability of Recurrent Neural Networks

in modeling time series. We proposed CNNLSTM based on Multi-

channel Convolutional Neural Networks (MCCNN) [2] for gesture

recognition and extended the concept by adding Long Short-Term

Memory units for addressing the problem of dynamic gesture

recognition as a sequence-labeling task and not as a simple

classification task as in the case of MCCNN. 

In this paper, we provide a further analysis on our previously

reported results and we further examine what the trained convo-

lution kernels of the convolutional layers of the proposed system

learn to detect from the input image given the influence of the

joint training with the recurrent layer. Such combinations of jointly

trained convolutional and recurrent models are very promising for
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: barros@informatik.uni-hamburg.de (P. Barros). 
1 http://www.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/WTM/ 
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any temporal classification tasks (e.g. activity recognition [3] ,

peech recognition [4] ) and have been gathering a lot of attention.

herefore, it is interesting to find out what such architectures are

ble to learn. 

A gesture recognition system needs to take care of three

ubtasks: the segmentation of the body parts involved in the

esture, the feature extraction necessary for the representation of

he segmented region and the recognition algorithm which labels

 gesture. Those processes depend highly on the input sensor

hat captures the body posture data and may vary from wearable

oint coordinate tracking sensors over depth sensors to simple

GB cameras. For example, in the case of wearable joint tracking

ensors, the segmentation is self-explanatory, while RGB cameras,

s the ones used for the development of our system, provide more

oisy input that requires a more difficult segmentation process,

.g. skin color segmentation or motion analysis. 

The feature extraction process can be either implicit [5] or ex-

licit [6] . Explicit feature extraction requires a predefined repre-

entation by the system developer e.g. a hand orientation process.

he problem with explicit feature extraction methods is that they

re domain specific [7] , and usually do not provide generalization

8] . For each type of environment, a new set of feature extractors

s proposed. 

For implicit feature extraction, Convolutional Neural Networks

CNNs) are well known for several computer vision tasks [6,9–11] .

NNs are trained either on the raw input or a smoothly prepro-
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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essed version of it, and can learn how to represent images across

omains [12] . 

Besides feature extraction, another important part of a gesture

ecognition system is classification. Gestures are sequences and to

eal with these there have been proposed numerous classifiers

arying from simple rule-based classifiers to complex neural net-

ork architectures (e.g. Recurrent Neural Networks [13] , Echo State

etworks [14] ). However, the models that gather particular inter-

st due to their efficiency in dealing with sequence labeling are

idden Markov Models [15] and Dynamic Time Warping models

16] . Most of these models deal with sequence classification as a

tochastic task; however, these models usually cannot deal with

roblems such as a highly varying number of images in one se-

uence. 

The gesture recognition system that we analyze requires the in-

ut stream of an RGB camera and uses motion representation in

rder to extract the body parts involved in the gesture. The motion

s represented by differential images calculated on an RGB input

tream that is further given to the CNNLSTM temporal classifier,

hich jointly performs the feature extraction, representation and

ecognition tasks. CNNLSTM is a Recurrent Neural Network, trained

ith Back Propagation Through Time (BPTT). It was inspired by

he efficiency of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) in implicit

eature extraction and their successful application in the form of

ultichannel Convolutional Neural Networks (MCCNNs) in gesture

ecognition [2] and by the ability of Long Short-Term Memory Re-

urrent Neural Networks (LSTMs) with forget gates and peephole

onnections [17] in modeling long-range dependencies of sequen-

ial data. It deals with the limitations caused by the use of feed-

orward networks in sequential tasks such as the requirement of

sing fixed-size windows and their lack of flexibility in learning se-

uences of different sizes. At the same time, it avoids the process

f explicit feature extraction by jointly training the CNN and the

STM using the convolutional layers as a trainable feature detector.

imilar forms of combinations of CNNs and LSTMs have been suc-

essfully used in other sequential tasks such as activity recognition

3] and speech recognition [4] . 

The aim of this work is to provide a visualization of the convo-

utional kernels of the architecture so that we can find out what

eatures the architecture learns to extract from the visual input

hen trained with BPTT. We also perform an extensive evaluation

f the previously published results carrying out an error analysis

f both sequence and frame-level classification. The main contribu-

ion of this work is that for the first time to the best of our knowl-

dge a deconvolution process is used for the visualization of those

isual stimulus components that excite the kernels of the convo-

utional layers in a convolutional recurrent network like CNNLSTM.

he frame-level classification analysis also reveals that CNNLSTM

earns to recognize correctly the meaningful part of a gesture also

nown as the stroke phase [18] . 

In Section 2 we present our gesture recognition system using

he CNNLSTM architecture. Based on the experiments described

n Section 3 , we analyze the capacities of the model as a jointly

rained feature extractor and temporal classifier in Sections 4 and

 . Finally, in Section 6 , we carry out an error analysis and in

ection 7 we briefly discuss our findings and share some ideas

bout future work. 

. Gesture recognition with CNNLSTM 

The first step for the development of a gesture recognition sys-

em, as already mentioned, is the process of segmenting the mov-

ng body parts. In order to segment those regions, our model re-

uires the calculation of differential images on which the repre-

entation of the motion change is depicted and is given as input

o the CNNLSTM temporal classifier which is trained to be both an

mplicit feature extractor and a gesture sequence classifier. 
More specifically, at each time step, the system creates a mo-

ion representation image, called differential image, by means of a

hree-consecutive frame subtraction ( Eq. (1) ). 

= (I t − I t−1 ) ∧ (I t+1 − I t ) , (1)

here � is the differential image, I t , I t−1 , I t+1 are the frames at

he current time step t , the previous time step t − 1 and the next

ime step t + 1 , respectively, and ∧ is the bitwise AND operation. 

Since we use a single immobile RGB camera as the input sensor

nd since there are no other moving objects nor any other peo-

le except for the subject performing the gesture in front of the

ensor, we can use motion analysis to detect whole body motion.

ifferential images [19] are more robust to noise in comparison to

he simple image subtraction approach. 

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) require temporally pre-

egmented inputs in order to be trained. Since CNNLSTM is also

 type of RNN, it also requires manually annotated gestures in

hich the beginning and end frames of each gesture are marked

n advance. Moreover, our temporal classifier, like most RNN classi-

ers, offers a frame-level classification which, however, due to the

nternal memory, learns to classify based on the previously pro-

essed frames (see Section 2.1 ). Therefore, we have a frame-level

lassification, but what is useful in the so-called sequence label-

ng tasks, like gesture recognition, is a sequence-level classifica-

ion. In other words, we want to receive a single label per gesture

equence, a task that requires the post-processing of the frame-

evel classification output of the classifier. For this reason, in the

est phase, CNNLSTM uses a heuristic, which is further discussed

n Section 2.2 . 

.1. CNNLSTM – frame-level classification 

As mentioned above, for the training of CNNLSTM a tempo-

ally pre-segmented gesture sequence is converted to a sequence

f differential images and at each time step the CNNLSTM archi-

ecture processes each differential image separately. The CNNLSTM

onsists of two consecutive convolutional layers, each layer im-

lementing subsequently convolution and pooling operations. The

attened output of the last convolutional layer is given to the in-

ut nodes of a hidden LSTM Recurrent Neural Network, which is

nally connected to a softmax output layer. Fig. 1 shows a sim-

lified version of the CNNLSTM. Both the convolutional as well as

he LSTM layers are trained jointly using Backpropagation Through

ime [20] . During model training, each of the differential images

s given as input to the CNNLSTM, followed by its label. The ac-

ivation of each unit of the output layer corresponds to a specific

esture class. 

The convolution layer and the pooling layer are integrated with

ne squashing function through which the output of a max-pooling

ayer is passed in combination with an additive bias: 

 

l 
j = tanh 

( 

pooling max 

( ∑ 

i 

x l−1 
j 

∗ k i j 

) 

+ b l j 

) 

, (2) 

here x l 
j 

are the feature maps produced by the convolutional layer

 , x l−1 
j 

are the feature maps of the previous convolutional layer l −
 , k ij are the i trained convolution kernels and b l 

j 
the additive bias.

inally, pooling max ( ·) is the max-pooling operation and tanh( ·) is

he hyperbolic activation function. 

The hidden LSTM units consist of memory blocks which are

ontrolled by memory cells, an input and output gate, a forget gate

nd peephole connections. The equations below describe the acti-

ations of a memory block of the recurrent hidden LSTM layer. 

i t = σ (x t W xi + h t−1 W hi + c t−1 W ci + b i ) , 

f t = σ (x t W x f + h t−1 W h f + c t−1 W c f + b f ) , 

o t = σ (x t W xo + h t−1 W + c t W co + b o ) , 
ho 
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Fig. 1. The CNNLSTM architecture, simplified for visualization purposes. 
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n  

c  
c t = f t ◦ c t−1 + i t ◦ tanh (x t W xc + h t−1 W hc + b c ) , 

h t = o t ◦ tanh (c t ) , (3)

where x t is the input to the LSTM block, i t , f t , o t , c t , h t are the in-

put gate, the forget gate, the output gate, the cell state and the

output of the LSTM block, respectively, at the current time step

t. W xi , W xf , W xo are the weights between the input layer and the

input gate, the forget gate and the output gate, respectively. W hf ,

W hi , W ho are the weights between the hidden recurrent layer and

the forget gate, the input gate and the output gate of the mem-

ory block, respectively. W ci , W cf , W co are the weights between the

cell state and the input gate, the forget gate and the output gate,

respectively, and finally, b i , b f , b o are the additive biases of the in-

put gate, the forget gate and the output gate, respectively. The set

of activation functions consists of the sigmoid function σ ( · ), the

element-wise multiplication ◦ and the hyperbolic activation func-

tion tanh (·) . 
CNNLSTM is a recurrent network and therefore it is trained

with Backpropagation Through Time. The process starts with ran-

dom initialisation of all the model parameters, except for the bi-

ases which are initialized with zeros. During the training phase,

the weight update takes place after a whole sequence has been

propagated forward through the network. The error signals are

calculated with respect to the Mean of Cross Entropy Losses cost

function. The loss function was chosen as the natural cost func-

tion to be used for a softmax output layer aiming to maximize the

likelihood of classifying the input data correctly. 

Finally, we need to calculate the time complexity of CNNL-

STM. In order to do that, we have to calculate first the time com-

plexity of the convolutional layers and that of the LSTM layer.

The complexity of all convolutional layers [21] is estimated as

O (�d 
l=1 

n l−1 · s 2 
l 

· n l · m 

2 
l 
) , where d is the number of convolutional

layers, n l is the number of filters in the l th layer, n l−1 is the num-

ber of input channels of the l th layer, s l is the spatial size of the fil-

ter, and m l is the spatial size of the output feature map. The com-

plexity of the CNN layers occurs due to the convolution operation

(the number of operations per input grows quadratically with the
ength of the kernel), the number kernels and the cache unfriendly

emory access [22] . 

On the other hand, LSTM is local in space and time [23] , which

eans that the input length does not affect the storage require-

ents of the network and for each time step, the time complexity

er weight is O (1). Therefore, the overall complexity of an LSTM

er time step is equal to O ( w ), where w is the number of weights.

The CNNLSTM complexity per time step can be calculated as

he sum of the complexity of the convolutional layers and the

STM layer: O (�d 
l=1 

(n l−1 · s 2 
l 

· n l · m 

2 
l 
) + w ) and for all the training

rocess O ((�d 
l=1 

(n l−1 · s 2 
l 

· n l · m 

2 
l 
) + w ) · i ·e ) , where i is the input

ength and e the number of epochs. Therefore, we can conclude

hat our model has O complexity in the typical asymptotic nota-

ion. 

.2. Sequence-level classification 

The CNNLSTM provides an output at every frame based on pre-

ious and current input. In other words, CNNLSTM classifies ges-

ures at a frame level, which means that each differential image in

 gesture sequence is separately classified based on the informa-

ion extracted from the previously processed differential images.

lthough the model is able to classify long streams of consecu-

ive body postures, the proposed system is developed to classify

emporally pre-segmented gestures, which means that the frames

f the approximate start and end of a gesture are annotated in

dvance. For a sequence-level/gesture-level classification we used

imple heuristics according to which the whole sequence is as-

igned the gesture label with the highest frequency in the frame-

evel classification of the temporally pre-segmented sequence. This

pproach does not take into account the topological order of the

rames and just depends on a frequency measure, which, as we

ill later show, is consistent with the evaluation method we will

iscuss below. 

We evaluated the efficiency of our heuristics based on the cog-

itive perception of gestures as presented by Kendon [18] : the pro-

ess of gesture recognition can be divided into five gesture phases
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Fig. 2. Gesture phases based on the cognitive perception of gestures: (a) rest position, (b) preparation, (c) stroke, (d) retraction, (e) rest position. 
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18] ( Fig. 2 ). During the first phase the arms stay in a rest position

 Fig. 2 (a)), for example the arm is resting on the table or next to

he torso. The next phase is a preparation phase ( Fig. 2 (b)) with

he body parts involved in the gesture getting ready to perform

he meaningful part of the gesture. The climax of the gesture takes

lace in the third phase ( Fig. 2 (c)), the stroke phase, during which

he actual gesture is performed. After the stroke phase, a retrac-

ion phase ( Fig. 2 (d)) brings the body parts involved in the gesture

ack to their resting position ( Fig. 2 (e)). Based on this phase classi-

cation, we can infer that the frames that correspond to the stroke

hase of a gesture, are the ones that correspond to the meaning-

ul part of it and therefore they have to be classified correctly by a

esture recognition system. 

. Experiments 

Our model was evaluated on the Gesture commands for Robot

nTeraction – GRIT corpus, 2 known previously as TsironiGR cor-

us [1] , consisting of nine gesture classes performed by six sub-

ects each. The purpose of using our own dataset is that none

f the publicly available datasets meet our requirements for our

uman–Robot Interaction scenarios (e.g. ChaLearn). 3 Furthermore,

ther set-ups do not match a Human–Robot Interaction scenario

.g. inconvenient camera positions restricted to capture specific

ody parts (right above the user’s palm). In addition, the major-

ty of datasets were created collecting poses or postures to ad-

ress the problem of static and not dynamic gesture recognition.

ome other dynamic datasets, created for gesture recognition, in-

lude interaction with objects, which according to our point of

iew are meant for activity recognition and were particularly cre-

ted for other specific scenarios such as driving. Moreover, the ma-

ority of datasets consist of single palm or hand gestures. Finally,

ome other datasets that were closer to our Human–Robot Interac-

ion scenario were lacking in subject variability (gathered on only

ne or two subjects) or offer joint coordinates, e.g. extracted from

GB-D sensors, but without any visual stream. 

The quantitative evaluation of the proposed CNNLSTM archi-

ecture in terms of precision and recall has been previously pre-

ented in [1] . However, the evaluation was very brief, compar-

ng the system performance results just to a CNN architecture

 CNN MHI ) trained on motion history images (a variation of MCCNN

s suggested by Barros et al. [2] ). Therefore, in the current work,

e include two new experimental set-ups, which we use for the

omparison of our model, a plain CNN frame architecture and a plain

STM architecture. The parameters of all the architectures were se-

ected empirically, after a set of experiments. The depth of two
2 Available in https://www2.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/wtm/datasets/ 
3 http://gesture.chalearn.org/2013- multi- modal- challenge. 

f  

i  

f  

m  
onvolutional layers was based on the MCCNN [2] and after a set of

xperiments was shown to perform better than using one or three

ovolutional layers. The small number of convolutional layers can

e explained by the small size of the input images and by the use

f differential images, which remove the background and irrelevant

eatures. The size of the images was also determined based on the

mpirical experiments and was sufficient for training the network

n the minimum amount of time. For all experiments we used the

ame configuration; the same number of convolutional layers, fea-

ure maps, kernel size, and pooling size, as well as the same num-

er in the nodes of the fully-connected layers, which in the cases

f CNN MHI and CNN frame is a feed-forward layer. 

The formerly used CNN MHI was developed to classify the tempo-

ally pre-segmented sequences receiving as input their motion sig-

ature. This motion signature is a motion history image, which is

he sum of all differential images of the temporally pre-segmented

rames that correspond to a gesture sequence. The architecture

onsists of two convolutional layers, a feed-forward fully connected

ayer and a softmax output layer. In other words, the architecture

s the same as CNNLSTM with the only difference that the recur-

ent LSTM layer is replaced by the feed-forward fully connected

ayer. 

In this work, we also want to examine whether CNNLSTM

erforms better or worse than a plain CNN architecture named

NN frame which ignores completely the temporal evolution of a ges-

ure, except for the three consequent frames that are required for

he calculation of a differential image. Therefore, CNN frame gets as

nput a single differential image and classifies the differential im-

ge to one of the gesture categories. The architecture is exactly the

ame as of CNN MHI , with the only difference being the type of in-

ut and that in order to assign a single label to the gesture se-

uence the same heuristics, described in Section 2.2 , are used as

or CNNLSTM. 

We also compare CNNLSTM to a plain LSTM architecture, that

eceives as input the extracted features of a temporally pre-

egmented sequence. The features were extracted by using the pre-

rained convolutional layers of the CNN frame architecture as a fea-

ure extractor in order to have the same feature extraction tech-

ique as in CNNLSTM. The architecture consists of one LSTM re-

urrent layer and a softmax output layer. For the sequence-level

lassification the same approach as in Section 2.2 is used. Impor-

ant to note that using this architecture, no joint training was done.

All the architectures were evaluated by performing five experi-

ents for each one, with the same set-up, with a random selection

f the gesture sequences in the database and a distribution of 60%

or training, 20% for validation and 20% for testing. By doing empir-

cal evaluations and no special parameter optimization, we chose

or all the architectures the same input size for the differential and

otion history images to be 64 × 48 pixels. For all the models

https://www2.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/wtm/datasets/
http://gesture.chalearn.org/2013-multi-modal-challenge
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Table 1 

Accuracy, precision, recall, F 1-score, training time per epoch and the number of epochs. 

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F 1-score Time (s) Epochs 

CNN frame 71.85% ± 3.74% 77.93% ± 5.14% 71.66% ± 3.39% 74.63% ± 3.84% 66 35 

CNN MHI 77.78% ± 4.19% 79.29% ± 3.80% 78.56% ± 4.09% 78.91% ± 3.80% 2 160 

LSTM 74.63% ± 4.37% 75.59% ± 4.44% 74.53% ± 4.39% 75.06% ± 4.39% 45 150 

CNNLSTM 91.67% ± 1.13% 92.35% ± 0.98% 91.90% ± 1.05% 92.13% ± 1.00% 130 19 

Table 2 

Error analysis results: mean recall, precision and F 1 measure. 

Accuracy frame Accuracy seq Recall seq Precision seq F 1 seq 

81.97% 92.59% 92.85% 93.46% 93.15% 
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with convolutional layers the parameters were the same; the size

of the first convolutional layer kernels was 11 × 11, while the size

of the kernels of the second convolutional layer was 6 × 6. The

size of the max-pooling window 2 × 2 was applied in both lay-

ers. The feature maps of the first layer were 5 while those of the

second were 10. The number of the hidden neurons of the LSTM

layer was 500. At the same time the number of neurons of the

feed-forward fully connected layers in the CNN frame and CNN MHI 

was also 500. The number of the hidden neurons was chosen em-

pirically, after a set of experiments within the range of 200 and

750 neurons. 

As Table 1 reveals, CNNLSTM outperforms in terms of all mea-

sures the other baseline architectures. We showed that in this way,

the joint training takes advantage of both the feature extraction

power of CNNs and the ability of learning from former inputs of

LSTMs. As expected the training time per epoch 

4 of CNNLSTM is

higher than for the other models, however, in terms of training cy-

cles, it needs only about 19 epochs, while CNN frame , CNN MHI and

plain LSTM reaches optimal results, respectively, on average after

35, 160 and 150 epochs. We stopped the training of the network

when the validation and training error increased. We state that the

network reached a convergence, when the network validation and

training error starts to increase. It is obvious that the effect of the

training in CNNLSTM is positive not only in terms of precision and

recall, but it also converges faster than the isolated CNN and the

plain LSTM. 

We would also like to note, that since CNNLSTM outperformed

the other models and based on the ability of convolutional layers

in learning to extract meaningful information from raw image data,

we performed experiments training the network on raw image se-

quences. However, using the same parameters as described above,

the network did not learn any meaningful information. This could

be an indication that unlike the training with differential images,

training a network with raw RGB data could require more training

data, or input images with bigger size or even a deeper network

topology with more convolutional layers. 

Finally, in order to carry out the error analysis we used the re-

sults of one of the best runs, shown in Table 2 . All the measures

are computed for sequence-level classification, except for accuracy

which is calculated also at frame level. 

4. Analysis of convolutional layers 

There is a serious criticism on CNNs that the learned features

are not interpretable. As an answer to that, there have been visu-

alization approaches in order to provide a clear understanding of
4 We used a device with Intel Core i7-2670QM CPU 2.20 GHz 8 and a 7.7 GiB 

memory. 

4

K  

e  
ow such architectures work, so that we can avoid the improve-

ent of them based just on blind trial-and-error attempts. 

In order to understand the operation of convolutional layers of

n architecture or, in other words, to figure out which input stimu-

us excites individual feature maps at each convolutional layer, we

eed a deconvolutional neural network [24] i.e. a reverse convolu-

ional network that, unlike a typical convolutional network, maps

eatures to pixels and not pixels to features. In order to do that,

e first need to pass an input image through the trained convolu-

ional layers of the architecture. Once, we have computed the fea-

ure maps of each desired layer to be deconvolved, we pass them

o the deconvolution network where we repeatedly apply the fol-

owing consecutive operations: unpooling, rectification and filter-

ng to reconstruct the activity in the previous layer that caused the

ctivation until we reach the original image pixel level (for more

nformation see [25] ). 

The visualization process is very important in order to under-

tand whether good system performance can be reasonably justi-

ed. More specifically, we can see what kind of features the trained

ernels learn to extract based on a specific kind of input, whether

hose features are the desired ones (e.g. arm motion detection) and

hether they are semantically related to the nature of the task of

esture recognition. Moreover, in the particular case of CNNLSTM,

he visualization process allows us to study whether the tempo-

al aspect affects the implicit feature extraction positively or nega-

ively. Furthermore, we can justify the misclassifications produced

y the system and in this manner, we can improve our model by

pplying hyperparameter optimization. 

From our CNNLSTM architecture we isolated the trained convo-

utional layers from the rest of the network and we repeated the

reviously described deconvolution process. We applied the decon-

olution process in each of the kernels, or filters, of each of our

onvolutional layers. Each kernel is a weight matrix which is con-

olved to the image, filtering different patterns of the image. 

Since the visualization process based on the deconvolutional

eural network is computationally expensive and highly time-

onsuming, we visualized just one whole gesture sequence per

esture class. For each of the differential images of each of the

elected gesture sequences, we generated 5 visualizations for the

rst convolutional layer and 10 for the second convolutional layer.

oreover, we chose some simple random and previously unseen

mages, which did not have any relation to the gesture domain, so

hat we can verify some low-level features that the trained kernels

earn to extract. Those were particularly interesting for the inter-

retation of the first layer kernels, which function as feature ex-

ractors, in other words, they are supposed to extract low-level fea-

ures. We do not provide the visualization of them though for the

econd layer kernels, based on the assumption that the deeper the

ayers are, the higher-level the extracted features and since the se-

antic domain is not the same (not related to gesture recognition),

t would be redundant. In the next two subsections, we present the

isualizations of the kernels in the first and second layer. 

.1. Visualizing the kernels of the first convolutional layer 

ernel 0. Examining carefully the visualization of the non-domain

xamples ( Fig. 3 (a)) in combination with the visualization of the
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a

b

Fig. 3. (a) Visualization of the results of the deconvolution process of the 1st layer kernels for previously unseen images. From left to right; horizontal lines, vertical lines, 

diagonal lines, white cross, the standard image processing “Lena” image. (b) Visualization of the results of the deconvolution process of the 1st layer kernels for an example 

gesture “Circle”. The colors of the original images are inverted for better visualization. 
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sequence of differential images ( Fig. 3 (b)) we can observe the fol-

lowing findings: Kernel 0 creates a strong blurring effect, while at

the same time creating a high contrast between bright and dark

values with a focus on vertical edge detection on the right side of

the image. We could also say that it works as a very coarse con-

trast detector. Based on the domain gesture sequences, it is clear

that the filter detects very high-intensity pixel values which cor-

respond to the most intense movement and the detection in the

deconvolved image corresponds to black edges or big black dot

blobs. The shadows created by the gesture execution are only de-

tected when they are very intense, so in general the visualization

is smooth and blurred and it is only merged with the main motion

when the shadow pixel and main motion pixels are in the same

neighborhood. Respectively, the body pose or the body parts such

as head are detected when they are substantially moved. In gen-

eral, there is a very smooth or a quite unclear body pose detec-

tion. The background is normally smooth, but depending on the

shadows and reflections some noise is also detected. 

Kernel 1. Following the same analysis methodology, Kernel 1 also

blurs the image but it seems to offer more compact structure re-

sults than Kernel 0 and less blurry edge detection. Moreover, it ig-

nores finer information that corresponds to low (dark) pixel values

and it seems that it also specializes on the detection of vertical

edges on the right side of the image ( Fig. 3 (a), Kernel 1, horizontal

lines). In the differential images, except for the above characteris-

tics, Kernel 1 offers finer motion and shadow detection than Kernel

0, therefore, as in Kernel 0, most moving parts are detected such as

palm, arm or head, but the motion is mostly in a form of a moving

small dot blob; however, when the arms are stretched, horizon-

tal edges can be detected clearly. When the body is substantially

moved, some body parts are detected too. The background seems

to contain less noisy information, however, that depends on the

amount of information in the differential image. 

Kernel 2. In general, Kernel 2 detects the highest intensity values,

captures less information than the previous two kernels and pro-

vides finer edge detection. In the gesture sequences analysis, this

kernel offers clearer motion detection than Kernels 0 and 1. At the

same time, because it has a stronger blurring effect, motion detec-

tion has the form of more uniform blobs. In terms of the detection

of shadows formed due to body and arm motion, there are more

shadow responses which are thicker than for kernel 0. The back-

ground is noisy with diagonal wavy edge responses. The human

body borders are sometimes detected, when the body parts are in-

tensely moved. 

Kernel 3. The brightest values both on the general images, as well

as on the differential images, are represented as very blurred hori-

zontal edges that correspond mostly to arm or head motion. There

is no concrete body figure detection, except for some cases where

the most moved parts are detected. There is no clear difference be-

tween the body figure and the background. In this sense, shadows

are also detected but not as intensely as in the previous filters, cor-

responding also to horizontal edges. The background is wavy, but

not intense when the shadow and the background noise are not

very intense. 

Kernel 4. In contrast to Kernel 3, this kernel seems to detect

mostly vertical responses and offers sharper vertical edge detec-

tion than Kernels 0–2. In general, we notice more abrupt changes

and Kernel 4 has a stronger blurring effect than Kernel 2. As far

as the differential images are concerned, there is a more compact

blob detection corresponding to the body parts that were mostly

moved, usually reflecting the arm or head. The most intense mo-

tion is also darker on the deconvolved image. Moreover, it has
 better visualization of the motion and offers a cleared visual

erception of the human body and its separation from the back-

round. The body is mostly not detected as a compact, uniform

lob but mostly its contours are pointed out. However, it is worth

entioning that when the body motion is very light, Kernel 4 also

ails to detect it. The background seems quite distinct but it gets

ffected by the reflections and shadows and their respective in-

ensity. Shadows are detected but not affecting the detection of

he main motion. After Kernel 0, Kernel 4 is the one that offers

he most information on motion detection but without redundant

oisy information that Kernel 0 also detects. 

.2. Visualizing the kernels of the second convolutional layer 

The second convolutional layer consists of 10 trained kernels.

ike the kernels of the first convolutional layer, those of the sec-

nd layer detect the most intense values of the image, while at

he same time filtering out less intense values that were detected

y the first layer kernels. Therefore, the output of the visualiza-

ion of the second layer kernels appears to be more blurred than

he output of the first layer kernels ( Figs. 4 and 5 ). In general,

ernels 1 2 ndlayer , 4 2 ndlayer , 5 2 ndlayer , 6 2 ndlayer and 9 2 ndlayer cause hori-

ontal edge responses. Kernel 5 2 ndlayer seems to produce the most

lurring output in comparison to the rest. The kernels with the

orizontal responses discard most of the input passed through the

revious layer and are more sensitive to the most intense pixel val-

es and less sensitive to less intense pixel values. Due to this fact,

he information that gets captured mostly corresponds to the arm

otion since arm motion is usually the most intense one. Informa-

ion about the shadow created due to the motion of the arm and

he rest of the body is not captured. 

On the other hand, Kernels 0 2 ndlayer and 7 2 ndlayer seem to have

oth horizontal and vertical edge responses. The kernels 0 2 ndlayer ,

 2 ndlayer , 3 2 ndlayer , 7 2 ndlayer and 8 2 ndlayer seem to detect both hor-

zontal and vertical edges and capture more information. There-

fter, not only the main arm motion is detected, but also high in-

ensity values created due to shadows or due to motion caused

y other human body parts (e.g. the head). The difference among

hem seems also to be the intensity of each of them. For exam-

le, Kernel 7 2 ndlayer provides more information in comparison to

 2 ndlayer , while kernels 0 2 ndlayer and 3 2 ndlayer , which seem to offer

imilar output, are less sensitive to the background noise. 

As shown by the extensive analysis above, the visualization of

he trained kernels does not reveal a lot of high-level semantic

nformation related to the gesture recognition task, which can be

easonably justified by the fact that our architecture does not use

 lot of convolutional layers. The deeper a convolutional model is,

he higher level is the information it learns to extract. More pre-

isely, our visualization shows that the visual stimuli to which the

ernels respond are low-level and learn to detect high-intensity

ixels, which correspond mostly to the arm motion (to avoid

ny confusion, for visualization purposes, the original images in

igs. 3 (b), 4 and 5 are shown in inverted colors). It also seems

hat the training with Back Propagation Through Time allowed the

onvolutional layers to learn interesting visual cues since the sys-

em performance as we showed in Section 3 for CNNLSTM is quite

igh. 

. Analysis of the temporal aspect of CNNLSTM 

Before carrying out our CNNLSTM experiments there were two

undamental questions: firstly, whether the convolutional layers

ould be trained using the error signals of BPTT; secondly, if yes,

n what way the error signals of the LSTM affected the training of

he convolutional layers, in other words, what kind of features they

earn to extract, taking into account the temporal effect during the
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Fig. 4. Visualization of the results of the deconvolution process of the 2nd layer Kernels 0–4 for an example gesture “Circle”. The colors of the original images are inverted 

for better visualization. 

Table 3 

Patterns of correct frame classification. 

Pattern Percentage 

All frames classified correctly 19.0 

First front misclassified frames (less than 1/3 of the sequence) 40.0 

Less than 4 misclassified frames (at the beginning) 32.0 

Pattern XLabelX (stroke phase correctly classified) 4.0 

Pattern 1–2 wrong frames (middle or end) 2.0 

Pattern XXLabel (first 2/3 of the sequence wrong) 1.0 

Pattern XLabel (first half of the sequence wrong) 1.0 

Pattern LabelXLabelX 1.0 
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raining. After exploring what kind of features convolutional lay-

rs learn, it is clear that the combined training with LSTM does

ot affect negatively the training of the convolutional layers that

earned to detect the highest intensity pixels, which due to the

ature of the differential images correspond to the body motion,

ore specifically arm motion for the majority of images, excluding

f course, images of the rest position phase of the gesture. 

We will now analyze the frame-level classification of the ges-

ure sequences. The goal of this analysis is first, to verify whether

he heuristics used for assigning the most frequent label among

he frames to a sequence can be justified by the results and sec-

nd, to discover frame patterns that might correspond to the cog-

itive perception of gestures as proposed by Kendon [18] . The

ames of the patterns, except for those where the name explicitly

enotes it, are composed of the symbols X and Label. X corresponds

o any subsequence of incorrectly labeled frames and Label corre-

ponds to a sequence of frames classified with the correct label. 

In Table 3 , we see that there are three main patterns extracted

hat cover 91% of the correctly classified gestures. The most fre-
uent pattern shows that 40% of the correctly classified sequences

egin with misclassifications. The number of those misclassified

rames is less than 1/3 of the gesture sequence length. This is

omething totally justified, since those frames correspond to a rest-

ng position of the subject and a preparation phase. Most gestures

tart from the same resting position and it is not clear during the

reparation what the exact gesture is going to be. 

The second most frequent category corresponds to less than

our misclassified frames at the beginning of the gesture sequence.

hile this pattern can be considered a subcategory of the previous

ne, where 1/3 of the gesture was misclassified, we think it is nec-

ssary to differentiate them, since the network is able to recognize

he gesture correctly almost from the start. 

The third most frequent category includes the gestures in which

ll the frames were correctly classified. The fourth most frequent

attern, XLabelX , corresponds also to the correct classification of

he stroke phase, according to Kendon, and misclassifies the frames

f the retraction phase. 

The other patterns are outliers but also explainable. For exam-

le, the patterns XLabel, XXLabel and LabelXLabelX suggest that the

ront frames were misclassified but the remaining half or at least a

hird of the frames were classified correctly, showing that the net-

ork needs more time to distinguish between two different ges-

ures or between the correct gesture class and a combination of

thers. This makes sense considering the preparation and the re-

raction phases of the gesture that can be very fuzzy. Moreover, in

he case of XXLabel , we can also explain that the speed the sub-

ect performed the gesture with could matter and therefore, more

ime is needed until the correct class label is found. Of course,

he problem that occurs here is that, if the label of each of the

lasses of XX was the same, or in other words the total number
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Fig. 5. Visualization of the results of the deconvolution process of the 2nd layer Kernels 5–9 for an example gesture “Circle”. The colors of the original images are inverted 

for better visualization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 

Frame level accuracy. 

Model Frame level accuracy 

CNNLSTM 80.10% ± 1.33% 

LSTM 63.53% ± 1.91% 

CNN frame 37.53% ± 1.45% 
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to the misclassified frames was assigned the same incorrect label

and not a different one for each of the X labels, the gesture at the

sequence level would have been assigned the label X and not the

correct one, which is also a problem that can occur to the Kendon-

like, correctly classified stroke pattern ( XLabelX ). However, this pat-

tern corresponds only to 1% of the cases and therefore represents

a very small part of the correctly classified sequences. Moreover, in

general, the most important feature of the sequence classification

heuristics, is that there are no inconsistent classifications, such that

correctly classified frames are randomly mixed with other misclas-

sified frames in the sequence, there is no other correctly classified

sequence the frame distribution of which does not correspond to

the Kendon gesture perception phases. 

At this point, in order to highlight the ability of CNNLSTM and

LSTM in learning the temporal evolution of a gesture based on

their internal memory, we note that such a pattern analysis was

not possible on the outputs of CNN frame . For the sequence-level

classification we used the same heuristics and after carrying out

the frame analysis, we could not identify any patterns such as the

ones of Table 3 . The correct sequence label might have been as-

signed correctly to the majority of the gestures but the correct la-

bel distribution did not have any cohesion at a frame level, as it

did for the CNNLSTM and the correct frame labels were interfer-

ing with a lot of wrong frame labels. So even if the frame-level

accuracy was low ( Table 4 ), the sequence-level accuracy was much

higher, which, however, could not be justified by the Kendon ges-

ture phases. The meaningful part of a gesture corresponds to the

Kendon stroke phase and therefore it is crucial for a good gesture

recognition system to classify those frames consistently correctly.

However, CNN frame fails to do that and it fails to capture the tempo-
al evolution of a gesture. The fact that the correct sequence label

s assigned to the gesture is justified by the nature of the heuris-

ics used for sequence-level classification, which assigns the label

ith the maximum number of votes. 

On the other hand, LSTM frame-level classification analysis of-

ered results similar to CNNLSTM. The percentage of sequences in

hich the stroke phase of the gesture was correctly classified (all

orrectly classified frames, less than 1/3 of the first frames misclas-

ified and XLabelX ) was 74.44% and just in about 11% of the cases

he frame distribution had no cohesion or patterns that could not

e justified by Kendon’s perceptual phases. The rest belonged to

he pattern of the first half of the frames being misclassified, which

hows that in these cases, it takes quite long for the correct label

o be recognized by the network. 

In any case, the analysis of CNNLSTM reveals that the network

earns to classify in a more coherent way than the isolated CNN

r the isolated LSTM. We need to admit though, that if a better

mage processing technique for feature extraction is applied, then

aybe LSTM will have a more competitive performance to the one

f CNNLSTM. We show however, that the jointly trained CNNLSTM

rchitecture outperforms the separately trained CNN and LSTM. 
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Fig. 6. Confusion matrix of the gesture-level classification. The labels correspond 

to: abort (0), circle (1), hello (2), no (3), turn left (4), turn right (5), stop (6), turn 

(7) and warn (8). 

Table 5 

Recall, precision and F 1 measure per class. 

Gesture Abort (0) Circle (1) Hello (2) 

Recall (%) 10 0.0 0 10 0.0 0 81.82 

Precision (%) 90.91 10 0.0 0 10 0.0 0 

F 1 score (%) 95.24 10 0.0 0 90.00 

Gesture No (3) Turn left (4) Turn right (5) 

Recall (%) 84.62 76.92 10 0.0 0 

Precision (%) 73.33 10 0.0 0 10 0.0 0 

F 1 score (%) 78.57 86.96 10 0.0 0 

Gesture Stop (6) Turn (7) Warn (8) 

Recall (%) 10 0.0 0 92.31 10 0.0 0 

Precision (%) 92.31 92.31 92.31 

F 1 score (%) 96.00 92.31 96.00 
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. Error analysis 

Since there were only 8 sequence-level misclassifications, the

nalysis below was combined with the examination of the classifi-

ation at the frame level. Fig. 6 presents the confusion matrix for

ll the gesture classes and Table 5 presents evaluation metrics. 

The most occurring confusion was found between the gesture

lasses “hello” and “no”. After examining the frame-level classifi-

ation of the two misclassified instances of the class, it was re-

ealed that they were clearly classified as “no”. The confusion can

e explained by the fact that both gestures consist of the same

rm movement, with the only difference that in the “hello” class,

he palm is fully open, while in the “no” class, just the index fin-

er is lifted, a detail that is not always captured as the visualiza-

ion of the convolutional layers reveals. On the other hand, the

isclassified “no” gesture as “turn” could be due to the fact that

he cyclic movement of “turn” is performed by some subjects in

he dataset just with the index finger. In the case of the instances

f “no” misclassified as “stop”, checking the classification at frame

evel as produced by the CNNLSTM, we can notice that there is a

onfusion between the classes “stop” and “no”, which shows that

he network is not confident about the previously seen frames and

annot clarify this confusion with the evolution of time. 

As far as the class “turn” is concerned, one of its instances was

isclassified as “no”. Studying the classification per frame, the la-

el “turn” interchanges with “no”, even if in terms of frequency
no” occurs significantly more. As mentioned above, this could be 

ue to the fact that “turn” is performed many times in the training

et as an index finger gesture, like the “no”, even if their trajecto-

ies are not the same. 

Moreover, even if every instance classified as “turn left” is cor-

ect, the system failed to catch three instances, which are wrongly

lassified as either “abort”, “no” and “warn”. It is worth mention-

ng that at the frame level seven out of the ten correctly classified

equences have all frames classified correctly. One instance, how-

ver, in terms of frame classification was very inconsistent, with a

ot of different labels interchanged. However, because the classifi-

ation strategy on the sequence level depends on the label with

he maximum frequency, it was correctly classified as “turn left”. 

. Conclusion and future work 

In this paper we studied in depth the formerly introduced

onvolutional Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network

CNNLSTM) architecture for the task of gesture recognition. We

sed a Deconvolutional Neural Network to visualize the features

f the original input image that each of the kernels of the convo-

utional layers of our CNNLSTM model learned to extract. As dis-

ussed in Section 4 , the majority of kernels learn to detect the

ost intense pixel values which correspond to the main arm mo-

ion depicted in the differential images that are given at each time

tep as input to CNNLSTM. 

Moreover, we also showed that the CNNLSTM frame-level clas-

ification is consistent with the cognitive perception of gestures as

efined by Kendon, ensuring that the model mostly classifies cor-

ectly all the frames belonging to the stroke phase during which

he meaningful part of the gesture is performed. By doing that, we

an explain the performance of the model, and illustrate what the

etwork is learning. In addition, based on the above error analy-

is, we can state that the remaining confusion of the model can

e explained considering the nature of some gestures with similar

ody postures or gesture signatures and the number of inconsis-

ent classifications is very low. 

Visualizing what the network learned gives us a powerful tool

o investigate how the gestures were recognized, and understand

he behavior of our network. It was possible to identify that

he motion representation actually makes the network learn only

ovement, which is reflected in what the filters capture. This

eans that the CNNLSTM network is specialized to detect move-

ent. Also, by detailing each kernel, it is possible to see that the

ovements on the right side of the image are mostly captured, in-

icating that the data used is highly biased by gestures happen-

ng in the right side of the scene. This gives us an insight that

he dataset could be improved by adding a uniform distribution of

ovements, and retraining the network to generalize movements

n all possible positions. 

Further work will include the extension of the current CNNL-

TM architecture to train the model for direct sequence-level

lassification. This can be achieved by training the model with

 Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) loss function [26] .

TC eliminates both the need for training with temporally pre-

egmented gestures as well as the post-processing of the frame-

evel classification outputs in order to achieve sequence-level clas-

ification. In this way, we will be able to compare our system to

ther systems that perform gesture recognition and temporal ges-

ure segmentation at the same time. 

Moreover, part of future work will consist of experimentation

ith different kinds of network inputs, e.g., using raw visual and

epth information instead of training the system on differential

mages extracted from RGB images. Finally, part of the future work,

ased on the frame-level classification analysis, will try to explore

hy fewer errors are made in the retraction phase than in the
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preparation phase of the gesture. Based on the internal memory

of LSTM which learns by what has already been observed in the

stroke phase, it makes sense that the LSTM outputs the correct

gesture label even after the gesture has already been made. We

will try to verify this assumption by checking the evolution of out-

put of the LSTM gates, in other words if they are closed or open

and when they allow the cell state to be updated. 
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